Mumbai:
Mumbai is the Financial Capital of India and most populous city in India, and fourth most populous city in the World with population of around 20.5 million people and growing.

The City is rapidly transforming in an unprecedented rate due to influx of people.

The Transformation of Mumbai as the world class city leads to the development of defunct spaces or spaces no longer in use.

The City has only 2% of open spaces and to redefine itself as world class city, it needs to open its locked spaces.

Due to recent development of Mumbai from Industrial based economy to service based economy leads to a major shift in the infrastructures present in the city. These spaces no longer in use or partially used and needs transformation.

Mumbai has seen unprecedented urban migration and becoming one of the most populous places in the world. But its infrastructure is dwindling and needs the transformation of the unused spaces.

Mumbai is made up of 7 islands filled to create one single island from 1708-1845.
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The Railway System:
Mumbai has around 9% of its surface area under railway line and railway related activities.

Around 6 million people travel use the railway system daily.

The connectivity with the city and the railways is disconnected and poor connectivity concerning that 40% of people use it in one form or other.

These spaces could be utilise for Public purposes and can be transformed for connectivity with the city and creating a much needed public spaces for the city.

The Railway system comprises of 55 stations and covers 155 acres of space with 300 kms. long suburban lines.